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Abstract

Purpose: Tissue-based comprehensive genomic profiling (CGP) is increasingly utilized for treatment selection in patients with advanced solid tumors, however real-world tissue availability may limit widespread implementation. Here we established real-world CGP tissue availability and assessed CGP performance on consecutively received samples.

Patients and Methods: Post-hoc, non-prespecified analysis of 32,048 consecutive tumor tissue samples received for StrataNGS, a multiplex PCR based-CGP (PCR-CGP) test, as part of an ongoing observational trial (NCT03061305). Tumor tissue sample characteristics and PCR-CGP performance were assessed across all tested tumor samples, including exception samples not meeting minimum input requirements (<20% tumor content [TC], <2mm² tumor surface area [TSA], DNA or RNA yield <1ng/ul, or specimen age >5yrs). Tests reporting at least one prioritized alteration or meeting all sequencing QC metrics (and ≥20% TC) were considered successful. For prostate carcinoma and lung adenocarcinoma, tests reporting at least one actionable/informative alteration or those meeting all sequencing QC metrics (and ≥20% TC) were considered actionable.

Results:
PCR-CGP was attempted in 31,165 of 32,048 (97.2%) consecutively received solid tumor tissue samples. Among the 31,165 tested samples, 10.7% had low (<20%) tumor content (TC) and 58.4% were small (<25mm² TSA), highlighting the challenging nature of samples received for CGP. Of the 31,101 samples evaluable for input requirements, 8,079 (26.0%) were exceptions not meeting requirements. However, 94.2% of the 31,101 tested samples were successfully reported, including 80.6% of exception samples. Importantly, 80.6% of 1,344 tested prostate carcinomas and 87.8% of 1,144 tested lung adenocarcinomas yielded results informing treatment selection.

Conclusion:
Most real-world tumor tissue samples from patients with advanced cancer desiring CGP are limited, requiring optimized CGP approaches to produce meaningful results. An optimized PCR-CGP test, coupled with an inclusive exception testing policy, delivered reportable results for
>94% of samples, potentially expanding the proportion of CGP-testable patients, and thus the impact of biomarker-guided targeted and immunotherapies.
Introduction

Molecular profiling of patient tumor specimens is increasingly important as more cancer therapies are indicated for use in biomarker-defined patient populations. Next generation sequencing (NGS) has emerged as the diagnostic method of choice to assess relevant biomarkers simultaneously from a single formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tumor tissue or circulating cell free DNA (cfDNA) liquid biopsy sample. The U.S. Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has deemed tissue based comprehensive genomic profiling (CGP) by NGS—which includes evaluation of single-/multi-nucleotide variants (SNVs), short frame preserving insertions/deletions (indels), copy number amplifications and deep-deletions, gene fusions, microsatellite instability (MSI) status, and tumor mutation burden (TMB)—medically necessary for patients with advanced solid tumors (National Coverage Decision [NCD] CAG-00450N and MolDX Local Coverage Decision [LCD] L38045).

Successful FFPE tissue CGP requires the isolation of adequate quantity and quality of nucleic acid from tumor cells. Several challenges affect real world CGP applicability, including 1) minute tissue specimens that do not yield enough nucleic acid, 2) tissue samples with low tumor content (TC), such that the majority of cells do not harbor tumor-defining mutations and 3) low quality nucleic acid, which is affected by sample age and fixation. To ensure successful testing, most available CGP tests have tumor tissue size (generally measured in mm² of tumor surface area [TSA]), TC (the # tumor cells / # nucleated cells in the area used for testing) and nucleic acid yield/input requirements. However, CGP test failure rates of 30-50% in recent clinical trial cohorts, where testing is attempted on all received samples (or those received below input requirements are considered failures), suggest that current CGP approaches, which are
largely based on hybrid capture library preparation, may only be applicable for a subset of available tissue specimens\textsuperscript{16-19}.

Herein, we sought to characterize the attributes of >30,000 consecutive real-world samples submitted for CGP from an observational clinical trial (NCT03061305) and the performance of a multiplex PCR based (PCR-) CGP test, StrataNGS, as applied to consecutively received and tested samples, including those below sample input requirements.

**Materials and Methods**

**Patient Cohort.** The Strata Trial (NCT03061305) is a 100,000-patient observational study for patients with advanced solid tumors that leverages NGS to: 1) Understand the impact of NGS on treatment selection, including clinical trial enrollment, 2) Test the feasibility of a system-wide NGS screening protocol across a network of health systems, and 3) Understand the relationships between NGS biomarkers and patient outcomes, including treatment response. At enrolling health systems, all adult patients with unresectable or metastatic solid tumors and available FFPE tumor tissue are eligible. No power analysis was performed to determine the sample size for the post-hoc, case series analysis presented herein, which is focused on received sample characteristics and PCR-CGP performance; these do not represent primary objectives of the trial. All sample, sequencing QC metrics, and clinically reported PCR-CGP results from StrataNGS testing were retrieved from StrataPOINT, a deidentified database of Strata Trial Results, and all samples received for testing from February 13, 2017 to June 25, 2020 were included. The Strata Trial has been reviewed and approved by an IRB prior to study start.
**CGP Testing.** StrataNGS is a 429 gene PCR-CGP laboratory developed test for FFPE tumor tissue samples performed on co-isolated DNA and RNA, which has been validated on over 1,900 clinical FFPE tumor samples, and is covered for Medicare beneficiaries with advanced solid tumors after undergoing MolDX technical assessment (20,21 and Tomlins et al., Manuscript submitted). The current version of the StrataNGS test includes all CGP variant classes (mutations, indels, copy number alterations, MSI status and TMB reported from two DNA panels; fusions reported from an RNA panel). An earlier version of StrataNGS 21 did not include TMB, and testing has been performed in different pooling configurations during the study period, however as specimen requirements have not changed regardless of test version or configuration, all received samples during the study time period were included.

StrataNGS requires one FFPE block or 10 x 5um-thick unstained slides from the part with the greatest TSA and highest TC. Based on preclinical testing and limits of detection (LOD), minimum sample tissue input requirements are TSA $\geq 2\text{mm}^2$, TC $\geq 20\%$ and time from sample acquisition $< 5$ years. Samples that do not meet these requirements but with identifiable and isolatable tumor (TSA $\geq 0.1\text{mm}^2$) are deemed exceptions and testing is still attempted, given our experience that meaningful results can often be obtained in a large proportion of samples. Macrodissection is performed as necessary to enrich TC, and DNA and RNA are co-isolated from tissue specimens. Nucleic acid concentration input requirements are $\geq 1\text{ng/\muL}$ for both DNA and RNA; however, samples not meeting this requirement were also deemed exceptions, and testing proceeded. After PCR-CGP by NGS on semi-conductor (Ion Torrent) sequencers, a series of sequencing quality control (QC) assessments are performed per variant type and a molecularly informed TC is determined as described (20,21 and Tomlins et al., Manuscript submitted). For
samples that fail one or more sequencing QC assessments or have a final molecularly informed TC < 20%, which is the StrataNGS LOD for most alteration types, positive alterations may still be called via an expert molecular pathology review process that considers the sequencing evidence and clinical context; however other alterations cannot be definitively ruled out, thus yielding a partial test result.

In the reported study period, verification of the molecularly informed TC, variant review, and test sign out for all cases was performed by a single board-certified pathologist with significant anatomic and molecular pathology experience (S.A.T.), using an in house developed review/sign-out portal. Tests with one or more reported prioritized alterations (e.g. oncogenic mutations or amplifications in oncogenes, deleterious mutations or deep deletions [equivalent to two-copy loss] in tumor suppressors, gene fusions involving driver genes, MSI-high [MSI-H] or TMB-high) or with no prioritized alterations but passing all sequencing QC assessments and having TC ≥ 20% were considered successfully reported. Tests with no reported prioritized alterations and failing one or more sequencing QC assessments (or having TC < 20%), were considered failures. To characterize PCR-CGP performance, samples were binned into a single group (in the following order) based on input sample exception criteria, followed by TSA: (1) TC < 20%, (2) TSA < 2mm², (3) sample age > 5 years, (4) DNA or RNA concentration < 1ng/uL, (5) TSA < 25mm² and (6) TSA ≥ 25mm². Samples without recorded DNA/RNA concentration information in the deidentified database were considered to meet sample input criteria if all other input characteristics were met, as >90% of samples with TSA ≥ 2mm² yielded at least 1ng/ul DNA/RNA (Supplementary Table 1).
**External CGP Dataset.** For overall biomarker comparisons in this PCR-CGP cohort to an external hybrid capture pan-solid tumor CGP cohort, we obtained biomarker frequencies from the Memorial Sloan Kettering (MSK)-IMPACT cohort of 10,917 clinical tumor specimens profiled by hybrid capture CGP (limited to a single sample per subject)\(^7\). For the MSK-IMPACT cohort, mutations and copy number alterations of unknown significance were excluded (as in cBioPortal\(^{22}\)). For all comparisons, MSK-IMPACT primary and secondary tumor type was mapped to the PCR-CGP cohort tumor types; to best facilitate meaningful comparisons between cohort-specific biomarker frequencies, several PCR-CGP tumor types were combined into hybrid tumor type groupings (‘Biliary_Liver’: Biliary and Liver, and ‘Esophagus_Stomach’: Esophagus and Stomach) for frequency calculations and comparison analyses. PCR-CGP biomarker frequency calculations utilized all input requirement evaluable samples that were successfully reported (as defined above) with ≥20% TC, limiting comparison to CGP variant classes reportable by the version of PCR-CGP test used. PCR-CGP and MSK-IMPACT biomarker frequencies / frequency comparisons were restricted to tumor types with ≥50 samples in the PCR-CGP cohort. Samples with multiple reported variants in a single gene + biomarker category (e.g., two *TP53* mutations) were only counted once in corresponding frequency calculations.

Overall and tumor-specific frequencies presented and compared in this paper were restricted to mutation or copy number alteration (DNA) or chimeric gene fusion (RNA) biomarker categories reportable by both PCR-CGP and MSK-IMPACT tests. Frequencies were calculated for each unique gene / biomarker category combination, using the following MSK-IMPACT biomarker categories: MUT, HOMDEL, AMP, and FUSION. PCR-CGP reported SNVs and indels were
grouped together for each gene-specific MUT frequency calculation, while clinically reported
PCR-CGP copy number amplifications and deletions were mapped to MSK-IMPACT AMP and
HOMDEL labels (respectively) to facilitate frequency comparisons. Pan tumor biomarkers
including microsatellite instability (MSI) and tumor mutation burden (TMB) were excluded from
all frequency comparisons, as were all biomarker classes associated with tumor suppressors
reported in the MSK-IMPACT cohort with >20% germline frequency after excluding low VAF
alterations as germline mutations are not available from MSK-IMPACT for all of these genes
\((\text{ATM, MSH2, MSH6, BRCA1, and BRCA2})\).

Differences in assay design and clinical reporting approaches necessitated special handling for
several biomarkers. For instance, given MSK-IMPACT’s assay intronic tiling, only \(\text{EGFR-SEPT14}\) fusions were considered eligible for PCR-CGP \(\text{EGFR}\) fusion frequency calculations. Further, the PCR-CGP test leverages DNA and RNA-based evidence to identify \(\text{MET}\) exon 14
deletion (\(\text{METex14del}\)) events, whereas MSK-IMPACT considers strictly DNA-based tiling of
potential \(\text{METex14del}\) breakpoints. To simplify cohort comparisons, PCR-CGP and MSK-
IMPACT \(\text{MET}\) mutation frequencies reported here (e.g., ‘\(\text{MET MUT}\)’ frequencies) are restricted
solely to \(\text{METex14del}\) events. For PCR-CGP \(\text{METex14del}\) rates, any case with a DNA-
\((\text{MET}\) exon 14 splice donor or acceptor mutations) and/or RNA-based \(\text{METex14del}\) variant call was
considered to be \(\text{METex14del}\) (or ‘\(\text{MET MUT}\)’) positive. \(\text{ERG, ETV1, ETV4}\) and \(\text{ETV5}\) fusion
frequencies were only assessed in prostate cancer, given the intronic tiling of the most common
5’ partner \((\text{TMPRSS2})\) of ETS gene fusions in prostate cancer and the inclusion of only prostate
fusion related 5’ partners for these genes in the PCR-CGP test.
For both PCR-CGP and MSK-IMPACT cohorts, overall and tumor-specific biomarker frequencies were calculated as the number of positive cases divided by the total number of tumor-specific or overall cohort samples. Frequency Pearson correlations were calculated using the Python (v3.6.5) pandas (v1.0.0) package corr() 24.

**Prostate Cancer Analysis.** To characterize sample characteristics and test performance for treatment selection in prostate cancer, we considered all input characteristic evaluable consecutively tested samples using the current StrataNGS test version and all results were classified as either ‘informative’ or ‘non-informative’. We defined informative results as: 1) testing positive for a therapy selection biomarker from NCCN guidelines (MSI-H or deleterious mutation/deep deletion [homozygous loss if diploid] in *BRCA1, BRCA2, ATM, MSH2* or *MSH6* 25; or 2) testing definitively negative for all therapy selection biomarkers, which requires passing all sequencing QC assessments for the applicable variant classes (mutations, copy number alterations and MSI status), as well as having ≥20% TC.

**Lung Adenocarcinoma Analysis.** To characterize sample characteristics and test performance for treatment selection in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) adenocarcinoma, we considered all input characteristic evaluable consecutively tested ‘Lung – NSCLC’ samples assessed by the current StrataNGS test version during the time period when NSCLC subtypes were prospectively recorded at the time of histopathology review (to ensure only adenocarcinoma were included). All results were classified as either ‘informative’ or ‘non-informative’. We defined informative results as: 1) testing positive for a therapy selection biomarker or a primary oncogenic driver 26 thought to be mutually exclusive with therapy selection biomarkers (**Supplementary Table 2**);
or 2) testing definitively negative for all therapy selection biomarkers, which requires passing all sequencing QC assessments for the applicable variant classes (mutations, copy number alterations, MSI status, gene fusions, TMB), as well as having ≥20% TC.
Results

Characteristics of samples received for CGP

CGP testing was performed by a single CLIA-certified, CAP-accredited laboratory (Strata Oncology, Ann Arbor, MI) as part of an observational clinical trial evaluating the impact of solid tumor sequencing in the advanced cancer setting (NCT03061305) using a previously validated PCR-CGP test (StrataNGS) that is covered for all Medicare beneficiaries after technical review by MolDX. Across 28 diverse U.S. health systems, 31,165 consecutive unique solid tumor samples (from 30,565 unique patients) were received for CGP testing between February 13, 2017 and June 25, 2020; an additional 883 samples were rejected (Figure 1A). Although most rejections were for no identifiable tissue or tumor, samples were also rejected for being decalcified, having incorrect subject or specimen information, or when multiple samples were received from the same procedure. As characteristics for these samples were not available in the deidentified dataset, these samples were excluded from further analysis.

Sample characteristics from all 31,165 consecutively tested samples are shown in Table 1, with cohort demographics and characteristics by tumor type shown in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4. Importantly, testing in the Strata Trial during the study period was not restricted by tumor type, was provided at no cost to patients with advanced cancer (even if prior single gene testing had been performed), and enrolled patients from >25 diverse U.S. health care systems. With the minimal tumor tissue specimen recommendations provided to sites (≥20% TC and TSA ≥ 2mm²), and the number of specimens received without any tissue/tumor or not meeting these requirements (see above and below), given our general approach of attempting testing even in all
input exception samples, this cohort uniquely informs on general tissue availability for patients with advanced cancer desiring CGP.

Notably, 10.7% of all tested samples had a final molecularly informed TC less than 20% (Table 1). A 20% minimum TC overall requirement is common for CGP tests (including the PCR-CGP test used herein), because corresponding limits of detection (LOD) can preclude exclusion of certain variants/variant types below that TC. Likewise, only 41.6% of samples had TSA ≥ 25mm², with 31.8% of samples having ≤ 10mm² TSA (including 10.7% with < 2mm² TSA) (Table 1). Importantly, TSA ≥ 25mm² is the minimum TSA requirement for several leading commercial hybrid capture-based (HC-) CGP tests, including the only FDA approved tissue CGP companion diagnostic device (FoundationOne CDx).

As expected, in the consecutive subset of samples where specimen type was prospectively recorded at time of histopathologic review, the majority of samples were from biopsies (57.2%) and cytology cell blocks (fine needle aspirate [6.1%] and fluid cytology [1.7%]) (Table 1), which are common in patients with unresectable, advanced and metastatic settings. Although 96.1% of samples received were < 5 years old (Table 1), this varied by tumor type, with 14.6% of all tested prostate cancer samples being >5 years old (Supplementary Table 4). As expected, nucleic acid yield was associated with TSA. Among samples with ≥2mm² TSA, 90.0% and 96.3% yielded >1 ng/uL DNA and >1 ng/uL RNA, respectively; in contrast, among samples with <2mm² TSA, only 44.5% and 51.7% yielded >1 ng/uL DNA and >1 ng/uL RNA, respectively (Supplementary Table 1). In summary, across this consecutive series of real world samples submitted for CGP, we found that TC, TSA, sample age and nucleic acid yield varied widely,
with a disproportionate number of minute samples, highlighting the importance of optimizing CGP for limited input material.

**Pan-tumor CGP Experience**

Given our previous experience that PCR-CGP could often deliver partial results even in very poor quality samples, CGP was attempted on all 31,165 tumor samples using the PCR-CGP test, including “exception” samples not passing input requirements (those with TC < 20%, TSA < 2mm², specimen age > 5 years, or DNA/RNA concentration < 1ng/μL); median turnaround time from sample receipt to report release was 7 business days (interquartile range 6-9 business days). Of these 31,165 samples, 31,101 (99.8%) were evaluable for passing sample input requirements and were further considered for assessing the impact of sample characteristics on PCR-CGP performance and reportability (Figure 1A).

As shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 5, in total, 29,302 of 31,101 (94.2%) samples were successfully reported, defined as having at least one reported prioritized alteration or having no prioritized alteration but passing all sequencing QC assessments (as well as the ≥20% TC sample input requirement). Among the 23,022 (74.0%) samples passing all input requirements, 22,791 (99.0%) were successfully reported. As shown in Figure 1B and Supplementary Table 5, reportability did not vary by sample size, demonstrating that this PCR-CGP test is suitable for minute samples with as little as 2mm² TSA, so long as the other input requirements are met. Notably, among 8,079 (26.0%) exception samples, 6,511 (80.6%) were still successfully reported (Figure 1A&B). Samples with TC < 20% made up the largest (10.7%) and poorest performing exception category (68.2% successfully reported), which is expected
given that samples with TC < 20% automatically fail QC due to the PCR-CGP test’s overall LOD, and thus all such samples without reported prioritized alterations are deemed test failures (not reported) as the presence of variants cannot be excluded. Notably, however, even in this sub-LOD setting, successful test results were obtained for most samples. Samples failing to meet other input requirements (TSA, sample age, DNA/RNA yield) had decreased reportability rates (86.2% - 90.3%) relative to samples passing all requirements, but again, still provided reportable results for most samples (Figure 1B).

In the subset of 8,458 consecutively samples tested in the current PCR-CGP configuration during 2020, we assessed the impact of sample characteristics on individual CGP variant class performance. Importantly, this subset was similar to the overall cohort in terms of the proportion of sample exceptions (24.3% vs. 26.0%), overall reportability rate (94.3% vs. 94.2%) and exception sample reportability rate (79.4% vs. 80.6%). In this subset, while sequencing QC pass rates were universally high (95.7%-99.4%) for all CGP variant types in samples meeting input requirements (Supplementary Table 6), pass rates were lower in samples not meeting input requirements (68.2%-88.2%), with gene fusion (74.8% sequencing QC pass) and TMB (68.2% sequencing QC pass) most impacted by sample input characteristics. Importantly, the full sequencing QC pass rate was 92.8% for samples meeting all input requirements. Taken together, across this large, real-world cohort of consecutive tumor samples tested by CGP, PCR-CGP successfully reported results for nearly all samples, including the majority of samples below input requirements. Representative successfully tested samples across the TSA range are depicted in Figure 1C.
Comparison to an External Hybrid Capture CGP cohort

Although previously technically validated as part of the MolDX review process, we further sought to clinically validate the results of our PCR-CGP test through comparison of biomarker frequency distributions in our cohort with those from MSK-IMPACT, an independent, large (n > 10,000), tertiary care, academic, single institution experience profiling advanced solid tumors using a hybrid capture CGP test cleared by the FDA. As shown in Supplementary Tables 7 and 8, across 20 major tumor types having at least 80 samples in each cohort, biomarker frequencies were highly correlated (overall Pearson r = 0.990; per tumor type r = 0.897-0.999). Importantly, these results also confirm that biomarker frequency rates are similar in the range of real-world tumor samples from our multi-institutional cohort to those from a single academic institution.

Prostate Carcinoma Experience

Molecular testing to guide therapy in metastatic castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) has been limited until recently by a lack of clinical utility, despite the recognition that MSI-H (often somatic) and homologous recombination deficiency (HRD; most commonly by germline/somatic mutation/deep deletion of BRCA2) are relatively frequent in CRPC. With the FDA approval of pembrolizumab for all advanced MSI-H solid tumors, and the approval of rucaparib (for BRCA1/2) and olaparib (for BRCA1/2, ATM, and 11 other potential HRD genes) for CRPC, testing of all men with CRPC for MSI-H and HRD gene alterations are now recommended by the NCCN.
Hence, we characterized our prostate cancer cohort, limiting to the 1,344 samples tested by the current StrataNGS test version. As shown in Figure 2A, although the overall proportion of sample exceptions was similar in prostate cancer to the overall pan-tumor cohort (33.6% vs. 26.0%), prostate cancer had the highest frequency of age exception samples (10.8%), consistent with the frequent delay between diagnosis and recurrence after definitive therapy and/or androgen deprivation therapy. Likewise, only 20.4% of samples met input requirements and had TSA ≥ 25mm², suggesting that such tumor requirements are impractical for real world prostate cancer samples where CGP is desired.

To assess the performance of the PCR-CGP test for therapy selection in prostate cancer, we separated reports into those yielding ‘informative’ therapy selection results (able to rule in/out biomarker guided therapy) for MSI status and HRD gene (BRCA1, BRCA2 and ATM) alterations from those yielding ‘non-informative’ results where additional testing (either by liquid biopsy or obtaining and testing another sample) would be required (see Methods). Overall, 80.6% of prostate cancer samples yielded informative results (including 95.7% of samples meeting all input requirements, and 50.7% of exception samples (Figure 2B & Supplementary Table 9). Importantly, the positive MSI-H/HRD biomarker rate was similar between samples meeting all input requirements vs. exception samples (14.8% vs. 12.4%, Supplementary Table 9), consistent with most non-informative testing being due to the inability to definitely assert negative results in samples not meeting TC requirements or sequencing QC metrics given the overall low rate of actionable biomarkers in prostate cancer. For example, although 6.8% of <20% TC exception samples were positive for MSI-H/HRD biomarkers (vs. 14.8% of non-exception samples), the remaining 93.2% of <20% TC exception samples were considered non-
informative as they cannot exclude the presence of those biomarkers. Nevertheless, our results suggest that ~80% of all patients with advanced prostate cancer desiring CGP have sufficient tissue samples for informative PCR-CGP, minimizing the need to obtain and test a new sample or pursue liquid biopsy testing (*Figure 2C*).

**NSCLC Adenocarcinoma Experience**

In contrast to prostate cancer, biomarker testing is prevalent in NSCLC, and CGP is especially relevant given the large number of recommended biomarkers required to determine appropriate therapy (*Supplementary Table 2*). Therefore, we characterized our NSCLC adenocarcinoma cohort, limiting to the 1,144 NSCLC samples tested by the current StrataNGS test version when NSCLC subtype (adenocarcinoma) was prospectively determined at the time of histopathologic review (*Figure 3*). The proportion of the NSCLC adenocarcinoma cohort not meeting sample input requirements was greater than the overall pan-tumor cohort (40.7% vs. 26.0%), with 21.8% of having TC < 20% and 12.1% having TSA < 2mm² (*Figure 3A & Supplementary Table 10*). Similar to prostate cancer, only 17% of NSCLC adenocarcinoma samples met input requirements and had TSA ≥ 25mm², again demonstrating that this tissue requirement is impractical for real-world samples. To assess the performance of the PCR-CGP test for therapy selection in NSCLC adenocarcinoma, we separated reported results yielding ‘informative’ therapy selection results (able to rule in/out biomarker guided therapy) from those yielding ‘non-informative’ results (see *Methods*). Overall, 87.8% of NSCLC adenocarcinoma samples yielded informative results (*Figure 3B & Supplementary Table 10*), including 98.2% of samples meeting input requirements and 72.5% of exception samples. Importantly, overall informative biomarker frequencies in this NSCLC adenocarcinoma cohort were highly similar to those observed in
NSCLC adenocarcinoma from the MSK-IMPACT cohort (Pearson correlation coefficient $r=0.95$, $p < 0.001$; Figure 3C).

Like prostate cancer, NSCLC adenocarcinoma samples with TC < 20% had the lowest informative result rate, as negative results cannot be definitively asserted in this sub-LOD setting (Supplementary Table 10). However, in contrast to prostate cancer, where the overall actionable biomarker frequency is low, actionable/informative biomarkers are frequent in NSCLC adenocarcinoma. Hence, the positive informative biomarker detection rate in NSCLC adenocarcinoma TC exception samples of 57.8% is only marginally lower than the positive detection rate in samples meeting input requirements (79.1%), and all other sample exception groups had positive detection rates of 79.0-81.2% (Supplementary Table 10). Importantly, these results suggest that the majority of positive biomarkers can be identified even in the most challenging NSCLC adenocarcinoma samples, and ~88% of patients with advanced NSCLC adenocarcinoma desiring CGP have sufficient tissue samples for informative PCR-CGP (Figure 3C).


**Discussion**

Herein we present the tissue characteristics and PCR-CGP test performance from over 30,000 consecutively tested solid tumor samples from patients with advanced cancer collected from 28 diverse health systems across the U.S. through a multi-institutional observational clinical trial (NCT03061305). Importantly, sites were provided with minimal requirements to guide sample submission (1 block or 10 x 5um slides with ≥ 2mm² TSA and ≥20% TC), and PCR-CGP testing was attempted for essentially all samples with identifiable tumor, providing a unique view on real-world tumor tissue availability and CGP test performance.

Unexpectedly, we found that a large proportion of available samples were limited, with 10.7% having TC < 20% and 44.7% having TSA ≤10mm² (including 7.0% with < 2mm² TSA). Despite these challenges, PCR-CGP reported results for 94.2% of all tested tumor samples, including 99.0% of samples meeting all PCR-CGP sample input requirements (≥ 2mm² TSA, ≥20% TC, sample age < 5 yrs and DNA/RNA yield ≥1ng/ul) and 80.6% of exception samples not meeting those criteria. Specifically, among NSCLC adenocarcinoma, where CGP is especially important for treatment selection, we found that limited tissue was even more pronounced with 21.8% of samples having < 20% TC and 12.1% having < 2 mm² TSA. Despite these limitations, PCR-CGP testing successfully reported results for 93.6% of all samples, including results informative for treatment selection in 87.8% of samples, obviating the need to obtain additional tissue or pursue liquid biopsy. Similar results were observed in prostate carcinoma, where despite a much lower rate of positive informative biomarkers, PCR-CGP testing yielded results informative for treatment selection in 80.6% of all tested samples.
We attribute the high reportability rates of PCR-CGP to three main factors. First, the CGP test utilized a multiplex PCR-based library preparation method, in contrast to other large cohort studies, which have all utilized hybrid capture-based library preparation (HC-) approaches requiring significantly higher nucleic acid input and thus, tumor size, input requirements. For example, while the PCR-CGP test evaluated herein requires minimum tumor surface area \( \geq 2\text{mm}^2 \), other leading commercially available HC-CGP tests require \( \geq 25\text{mm}^2 \) \(^3,5,27,28\). Notably, only 40.8% of samples in our total cohort met this requirement and among lung NSCLC samples the proportion was even smaller (23.6%, Supplementary Table 4). We suspect that this HC-CGP input requirement may be significantly limiting the uptake of tissue-based CGP, with may samples never being submitted for CGP or being returned/reported as quantity not sufficient.

Consistent with these findings, in clinical trials testing available FFPE tissue samples from patients with advanced NSCLC or prostate cancer, HC-CGP failure rates of \( \sim 30\text{-}40\% \) have been reported\(^{16-19} \). Thus, the PCR-CGP test, with its lower input requirements, has the potential to expand the proportion of testable tumor samples.

Second, given the ability of PCR based CGP to generate some data on nearly all samples and our belief that even a single biomarker may be highly actionable (regardless of the ability to assess other CGP variant classes), we employed a liberal exception testing policy, where we attempted testing on nearly all samples that had any identifiable tumor, even if the sample did not meet one or more of our input requirements. This approach necessitated PCR-CGP sequencing QC metrics optimized for minute, low quality samples, and included variant level review. Hence, although not all CGP variant classes may be assessable in all samples, this approach seeks to maximize actionable insights from the available tissue. While only 74% of samples met all input
requirements, reported results were delivered for 94.2% of all tested samples. As expected, reportability rates were higher in samples meeting all input requirements (99.0%) relative to samples not meeting one or more requirements (80.6%). Low tumor content samples were the most challenging (68.2% reportability), given the inability to exclude the presence of alterations in such samples based on test LOD; hence, future CGP improvements should focus on improving the limit of detection down to 5-10% TC for all variant classes.

To further improve the reportability rate, CGP can be performed ahead of potentially redundant single marker testing, which can rapidly exhaust tissue. Additionally, when possible, additional tissue specifically collected for molecular analysis could be considered for all advanced tumors, similar to NCCN recommendations for NSCLC 34. Lastly, liquid biopsy represents an alternative CGP methodology when no tissue is available or is difficult to procure. While liquid biopsy can produce highly specific results for treatment selection16, as evidence by the recent FDA approval of both the FoundationOne Liquid CDx and Guardant360 CDx cfDNA CGP tests, sensitivity can be challenged by the lack of circulating tumor DNA in some patients and the difficulty of differentiating between an informative negative test and a lack of detectable cfDNA (e.g. does a cfDNA test in a patient with NSCLC identifying a TP53 mutation at 0.5% variant allele frequency [VAF] exclude the possibility of an EGFR exon 19 deletion in the sample) given the prevalence of clonal hematopoiesis and the poor positive predictive value of many de novo alterations at VAFs <1% 35-38. For example, the Guardant360 CDx test showed only 67.4-77.7% positive predictive agreement compared to tissue based testing for EGFR exon 19 deletions and p.L858R and p.T790M mutations37, while the Guardant360 laboratory developed test similarly
had only 61% sensitivity compared to tissue based targeted NGS for detecting ALK resistance mutations in patients progressing on ALK inhibitors 39.

Taken together, with the growing compendium of biomarker-guided targeted and immunotherapies, the importance of CGP for treatment selection in patients with advanced cancer is clear. Our study demonstrates that the majority of patients desiring CGP have challenging tissue specimens, optimized approaches including PCR-CGP and a broad sample exception testing approach can maximize the actionable information from each received tissue sample. Future developments should seek to further improve CGP testing technology and the routine collection of sufficient tissue specifically for CGP.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 31,165 specimens received for CGP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor Surface Area</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 2 mm²</td>
<td>3,325</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10 mm²</td>
<td>6,566</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-24 mm²</td>
<td>8,317</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 25 mm²</td>
<td>12,957</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor Content</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-19%</td>
<td>3,327</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-39%</td>
<td>6,562</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59%</td>
<td>11,024</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=60%</td>
<td>10,252</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specimen Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1 year</td>
<td>23,154</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 years</td>
<td>3,499</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 years</td>
<td>3,308</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 years</td>
<td>1,202</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specimen Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFPE block</td>
<td>21,307</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFPE slides</td>
<td>9,858</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specimen Collection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excision / resection</td>
<td>3,568</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>5,870</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine needle aspirate</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid cytology</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>20,910</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes select specimen characteristics for 31,165 consecutive tissue specimens received between February 13, 2017 and June 25, 2020 for comprehensive genomic profiling (CGP) testing at a single clinical sequencing laboratory. Sample counts (n) and relative frequencies (%) are shown. Complete sample characteristic information was not available for all received specimens; for any samples in which an individual characteristic was unavailable, the corresponding characteristic is categorized as 'N/A'. Specimen collection technique was only prospectively recorded for a subset (n=10,255) of tissue specimens.
Figure 1

A) Breakdown of consecutive PCR-CGP tests ordered from a single commercial clinical sequencing provider between February 13, 2017 and June 25, 2020, including the number of samples rejected prior to testing, the number of tests performed, the number of samples with evaluable input characteristics, and the number of PCR-CGP tests successfully reported. Samples were grouped into those meeting (‘Pass’) or not meeting (‘Exception’) PCR-CGP input requirements. B) For all samples with evaluable input characteristics, the distribution of samples per characteristic are shown. For samples passing all input requirements (‘Pass’), samples are stratified by tumor surface area (TSA); exception samples were stratified by indicated sample attribute (‘TC < 20%’: tumor content < 20%; TSA < 2mm²; ‘Age > 5yrs’: specimen collected > 5 years prior to PCR-CGP; ‘DNA/RNA < 1ng/uL’: DNA and/or RNA concentration < 1ng/uL). For each sample characteristic category, the proportion of the total number of samples with evaluable input characteristics is shown within the bar; the percentage successfully reported samples is indicated by darker shading in the stacked bar chart and displayed numerically in the gray box at right. C) Representative successfully reported samples received for PCR-CGP across a TSA range (small [<25mm²] and large [≥ 25mm²] samples indicated). Cancer types and selected prioritized alterations are shown.
Figure 2

A) Donut plot characterizing the composition of consecutively tested, sample input characteristic evaluable prostate cancer samples (n=1,344) from the overall PCR-CGP test cohort. The outer ring indicates the percentage of samples meeting (‘Pass’: green) or not meeting ‘Exception’: cyan) PCR-CGP input requirements. In the inner pie chart, samples passing all input requirements are stratified by tumor surface area (TSA); exception samples are stratified by indicated sample attribute (‘TC < 20%’: tumor content < 20%; TSA < 2mm²; ‘Age > 5yrs’: specimen collected > 5 years prior to PCR-CGP; ‘DNA/RNA < 1ng/uL’: DNA and/or RNA concentration < 1ng/uL). B) The proportion of tested samples (overall and by sample input requirement category) for which an informative result (able to rule in/our actionable alterations) was reported. To be considered informative, the test must have reported 1) either microsatellite instability high (MSI-H) or a deleterious mutation/copy number deep deletion in MSH2/6, BRCA1/2, or ATM, or 2) tested definitively negative for these biomarkers by meeting all sequencing QC metrics and having TC ≥20% (the PCR-CGP test’s overall limit of detection). C) Real-world prostate cancer testing paradigm based on sample characteristics and PCR-CGP performance characteristics observed in this cohort.
**Figure 3**

A) Donut plot characterizing the composition of consecutively tested, sample input characteristic evaluable non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) adenocarcinoma samples (n=1,144) from the overall PCR-CGP test cohort. The outer ring indicates the percentage of samples meeting ('Pass': green) or not meeting ‘Exception’: cyan) PCR-CGP input requirements. In the inner pie chart, samples passing all input requirements are stratified by tumor surface area (TSA); exception samples are stratified by indicated sample attribute ('TC < 20%': tumor content < 20%; TSA < 2mm²; 'Age > 5yrs': specimen collected > 5 years prior to PCR-CGP; ‘DNA/RNA < 1ng/uL’: DNA and/or RNA concentration < 1ng/uL).

B) The proportion of tested samples (overall and by sample input requirement category) for which an informative result (able to rule in/our actionable alterations) was reported. To be considered informative, the test must have either reported a therapy selection/mutually exclusive biomarker (as in C and Supplementary Table 2) or tested definitively negative for all such biomarkers by meeting all sequencing QC metrics and having TC ≥20% (the PCR-CGP test’s overall limit of detection).

C) Reported biomarker frequencies from this PCR-CGP NSCLC Adenocarcinoma cohort (overall) are shown along with those from an external single institution cohort (MSK-IMPACT; MSK: purple). The color bar at right indicates whether testing positive for each corresponding biomarker is associated with an FDA-approved (pink) or NCCN-recommended (lime green) targeted therapy or thought to be mutual exclusive with known LUAD therapy selection biomarkers. Tumor mutation burden (TMB) frequencies are presented separately from gene-specific biomarkers given the expected overlap between TMB-High and some therapy selection/actionable biomarkers.

D) Real-world NSCLC Adenocarcinoma testing paradigm based on sample characteristics and PCR-CGP performance characteristics observed in this cohort.
**Figure 1**

A

- PCR-CGP tests ordered
  - n=32,048
- Tests performed
  - n=31,165 (97.2%)
- Rejections
  - n=883 (2.8%)
- Inevaluable sample characteristics
  - n=64 (0.2%)
- Evaluable sample characteristics
  - n=31,101 (99.8%)

- Sample Pass
  - n=23,022 (74.0%)
- Sample Exception
  - n=8,079 (26.0%)

- Reported
  - n=22,791 (99.0%)
- Not Reported
  - n=231 (1.0%)

- Reported
  - DNA/RNA < 1ng/µL 7.3%
- Not Reported
  - DNA/RNA < 1ng/µL 3.5%

B

- Sample Characteristic Status
  - (n=31,101)
  - Tumor Surface Area (TSA) (mm²)
    - 2−10: 25.5%
    - 11−24: 12.3%
    - >=25: 36.2%
  - TC < 20%
    - 10.7%
  - TSA < 2mm²
    - 4.5%
  - Age > 5yrs
    - 3.5%
  - DNA/RNA < 1ng/µL
    - 7.3%

- Report Status
  - Not Reported
  - Reported

- % Tested Samples
  - 99.1%
  - 99.0%
  - 99.0%
  - 68.2%
  - 90.3%
  - 86.2%
  - 90.1%

C

Representative Tumor Surface Areas Of Specimens Received For PCR-CGP

- Melanoma
  - BRAF p.V600E
  - CCND1 amplification
- Unknown Primary
  - IDH1 p.R132H
- NSCLC
  - EZR-ROS1 Fusion
  - RB1 p.N593fs*18
  - TP53 p.E224*
  - PIK3CA p.Q546E
- Breast
  - AKT1 p.E17K
- Melanoma
  - BRAF p.V600K
  - TERT promoter mutation
- Thyroid
  - NCOA4-RET Fusion
- Biliary
  - FGFR2-AHCYL1 Fusion

---
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Figure 2

A: Prostate Cancer (n=1,344)

- **Pass**:
  - 2–25mm²: 45.9%
  - >25mm²: 11.8%
  - TC < 20%: 10.8%
  - DNA/RNA < 1ng/μL: 6.6%
  - Age > 5yrs: 6.6%
  - TSA < 2mm²: 4.5%

- **Exception**:
  - 2–25mm²: 33.6%
  - >25mm²: 20.5%

B: Reportability

- **Overall Pass Exception % of Samples**
  - Overall: 80.6%
  - Pass: 95.7%
  - Exception: 50.1%

C: Rule in/out MSI-H and BRCA1/2 & ATM

- StrataNGS
- FFPE Blocks / Slides
- Non-informative
- Informative

Prostate Cancer

- Biopsy
  - Fine Needle Aspirate
  - Resection
  - Bone Biopsy

- Re-biopsy
- Liquid Biopsy

- 19.4%
- 80.6%

- Treat
**Figure 3**

**A**

**NSCLC Adenocarcinoma**  
(*n*=1,144)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Attribute</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSA 2–25mm²</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA &gt;25mm²</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC &lt; 20%</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt; 5yrs</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA/RNA &lt; 1ng/uL</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Pass Exception</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

**Reportability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Exception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of Samples</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clinical Relevance**

- FDA
- NCCN
- Exclusive

**C**

**Actionable Biomarker Frequencies**

- KRAS
- EGFR
- ALK
- BRAF
- MET
- ERBB2
- RET
- ROS1
- NRAS
- NRG1
- HRAS
- MAP2K1
- TMB
- EGFR
- KRAS

**D**

**Tumor NGS**

1. **Biopsy**  
   - Fine Needle Aspirate  
   - Resection

2. **FFPE Blocks / Slides**

3. **Tumor NGS**

   - Non-informative
   - Informative

4. **Re-biopsy**

5. **Liquid Biopsy**

6. **Treat**

   - 12.2%
   - 87.8%